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MONTANA’S TRAVEL PROFILE CONTINUES TO GROW, CHANGE 
MISSOULA—
A booming economy, the Lewis and Clark bicentennial and the graying of America are 
expected to create continued growth in Montana tourism, according to the Institute for Tourism 
and Recreation Research at The University of Montana.
The outlook is positive overall for travel in Montana, especially in the near future, 
thanks to low unemployment and inflation, as well as growth in both personal consumption and 
real disposable income, ITRR Director Norma Nickerson said.
Nickerson said that since the United States is a country where people have the money 
for luxury items such as travel, Americans are traveling more, are traveling by plane more 
than in the past, and are traveling to destinations further away.
However, long-term caution is indicated by rising crude oil prices and Americans’ habit 
of spending beyond their means, both of which suggest a future dampening of the economy.
In 2000, the institute predicts Montana will experience:
■ a 2-percent increase in nonresident travel over 1999.
■ an increase in people flying into the state and renting vehicles upon arrival.
■ stable visitation at Glacier and Yellowstone national parks.
■ increased nonresident auto travel on primary and secondary roads, rather than
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on the interstate system.
“Traffic patterns show that more nonresidents are getting off the interstate highways 
and taking to the scenic secondary roadways,” Nickerson said. “This can be partially explained 
by the graying of America, which in turn represents a greater interest in cultural events and 
sites and exploration of the back roads not previously explored with children in the car.”
Statistics for 1999 show that Montana had:
■ a 2-percent increase in visitation over 1998.
■ stable interstate highway travel, but a 3 percent increase in traffic on primary 
and secondary roadways.
■ a 5-percent increase in airport traffic.
■ a 1-percent increase in lodging occupancy.
■ a 9-percent increase in skier visits.
■ an 8-percent decrease in visitation at Glacier National Park and stable visitation 
at Yellowstone.
■ stable or decreased visitation at attractions near interstate highways.
■ increased visitation at attractions along the Lewis and Clark Trail.
“Areas such as Fort Union Trading Post and Fort Peck Lake ... and Clark Canyon
Reservoir ... all had tremendous visitor increases in 1999,” Nickerson said. “Interest in Lewis 
and Clark appears to already be showing itself in Montana, and it is very likely that this trend 
will continue as marketing and advertising about the Lewis and Clark commemoration begin to 
appear around the region and the country.”
Statistics for 1999 indicate that travel is at least a $2 billion industry in Montana, with
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nonresident spending accounting for $359 million in employee income and $54 million in 
proprietary income. Visitors spent a total of $1.6 billion in Montana, while residents spent 
approximately $255 million on traveling for pleasure in the state.
Montanans travel more than other Americans: 75 percent of Montana residents take 
pleasure trips each year, an average of three trips per month. Seventy-three percent of those 
trips are to destinations in Montana, where residents participate in such activities as day hikes, 
nature photography, fishing, historical and cultural opportunities and sporting events. Twenty- 
seven percent of Montanans’ pleasure trips are to out-of-state destinations. Residents spend 
$962 million — 9.5 percent of household income -- on pleasure travel each year.
Demographic changes that will affect future travel to and within Montana include 
population growth in the western United States, increased cultural diversity and an aging 
population.
Within 10 years, the U.S. population is expected to grow by 25 million people, with 
nearly 85 percent of that growth occurring in the South and West. Washington, California, 
Idaho and Wyoming provide the bulk of visitors to Montana, and all four are among the top 12 
fastest-growing states in the country.
“Resident growth in neighboring states will automatically translate into nonresident 
visitor growth for Montana since residents of neighboring states have historically been 
Montana’s visitors,” Nickerson said.
Population growth also will increase the cultural diversity of the United States. Almost 
75 percent of the West’s growth will comprise people of Asian and Hispanic descent. By the 
year 2010, Asian-Americans and Hispanics will be a majority in California.
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“Montana’s visitor industry should be looking at ways to attract visitors of diverse 
cultural backgrounds,” Nickerson said. “If Montana does not begin to understand different 
heritages, travelers such as Hispanics and Asian-Americans will be more inclined to go 
elsewhere.”
With a 32-percent increase in the 55-plus age group by 2010, a major impact on the 
travel industry will be an aging population with more time and money to spend. More traveling 
retirees will mean more RV vacations, “once-in-a-lifetime” vacations and shorter, more 
frequent vacations.
“Today, with Americans living longer, healthier lives, an additional 10 years of 
traveling can be added to their life,” Nickerson said. “While these mature travelers will not be 
in the market for rock climbing and river rafting, cultural activities and cultural experiences 
will top their list, along with visiting friends and relatives.”
These and other statistics will be published in the February issue of Montana Vision, 
ITRR’s newsletter. The Montana Vision Outlook 2000 is available at no charge on the Web at 
http: //www. forestry. umt.edu/itrr.
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